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The agricultural chaser bin for fertilizers and grains, Reboke 
26000 Inox, has capacity for 26 m³. It has unload system with 
central auger and supplies by gravity, in the same way that the 
traditional Polyethylene Rebokes do, but with unload tube of 

Besides making the transport of 
grains, also allows the displacement 
of fertilizers, because its tank is in 
stainless steel, avoiding corrosion.

It has as optional the steerable unload 
mouthpiece that allows a better load distribution 
load on the truck in which is being unloaded.

The telescopic tube for seeds and fertilizers is one optional 
item and it supplies planters, increasing the yields in 
productivity and profitability to the rural producer.

The ladder is factory-equipped, making 
the access to the tank easier.

The unload tube is located in the machine’s center, with 
500mm of diameter, easing the product’s flow. Its unload 
height is of 4.650mm.
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REBOKE 26000 INOX
500mm. It is extremely safe, because its distance between axles 
is wide, what avoids overturning. Its tank and the other parts 
that enters in contact with fertilizers are made of stainless steel 
to avoid corrosion.

Wide wheelset avoiding overturning, allowing the 
transportation of products with more safety.

Wheelset

3.350 mm

Technical Specifications

Model
Reboke 26000 Inox
Load capacity
26 m³
Unload tube
500 mm
Tank width
6.000 mm
Tank length
3.200 mm
Required power fot the activation
Above 140hp
Unload activation
Tractor’s PTO
Tires
Rear:
18.4” x 34” double
23.1” x 30” 12 ply
650 x 65 x 30.5”
650 x 50 x 30.5”
Frontal:
High-flotation 650 x 65 x 30.5” 16 ply
23.1” x 30” 12 ply
Optionals
Clutch with remote control and ilumination (headlights)
Break
Telescopic tube for seeds and fertilizers
Steerable mouthpiece
Retractable canvas


